Abstract. This paper gives a simpler proof of theorems characterizing mixtures of processes with stationary, independent increments, or mixtures of continuous-time Markov c hains.
1. Introduction. This paper gives a simpler proof of two theorems. The rst, due to B uhlmann 1963, characterizes mixtures of processes with stationary, independent increments. The second theorem, due to Freedman 1963 , characterizes mixtures of Markov c hains in continuous time with recurrent, stable states; stationarity conditions are eliminated, as are conditions on the sample paths.
To state the rst result, let I be the real line with the Borel -eld, the set of functions from 0; 1 t o I, a n d fX t g the coordinate process on . Let F be the product -eld in and let P be a probability o n F. L e t P 2 i P is the law of a process with stationary, independent increments, which starts from 0, and which i s c o n tinuous in probability. In particular, P is a probability o n F. As is easily veri ed, is a standard Borel space. Theorem 1. P = R P dP for some probability on i : i PX 0 = 0 = 1, and ii fX t g is continuous in P-probability, a n d iii for each h 0, the P-law o f fX nh ,X n,1h : n = 1 ; 2; : : : g is exchangeable.
The mixing measure is unique.
For the second result, let I be a countable set, which will be the state space. Let be the set of functions from 0; 1 t o I. As before, fX t g is the coordinate process on , F is the product -eld in , and P is a probability o n F. F i x i 0 2 I, which will be the starting state. Let P 2 i P is a standard stochastic semigroup on a subset I P of I, with I P a single recurrent class of stable states and i 0 2 I P . Again, is a standard Borel space. Let P i 0 make fX t g a M a r k ov c hain with stationary transitions P, starting from i 0 . T h us, P i 0 is a probability o n F.
The theorem characterizes P which are mixtures of P 2 , using a certain kind of symmetry Freedman 1962 Freedman , 1963 Diaconis and Freedman, 1980a . To state the condition, let and be nite sequences of states in I. Write i for the ith element o f ; suppose 0 = 0 = i 0 . W rite i and exhibit the same number of transitions from i to j, f o r e v ery pair of states i; j 2 I. F or instance, 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2but 1 2 3 6 1 3 2 .
As is easily seen, if , the two sequences have the same length and end at the same state. The symmetry condition is the following: say the P-law o f fX nh : n = 0 ; 1; : : : g depends only on the transition counts" i entails PfX nh = n for n = 0 ; 1; : : : ; N g = PfX nh = n for n = 0 ; 1; : : : ; N g; where N is the length of .
Theorem 2. P = R P i 0 dP for some probability on i : i PX 0 = i 0 = 1, and ii fX t g has no xed points of discontinuity, and iii PfX n = i 0 for in nitely many i n tegers ng = 1 , a n d iv for each h 0, the P-law o f fX nh : n = 1 ; 2; : : : g depends only on the transition counts.
Neither theorem requires smoothness conditions on sample paths. In both theorems, necessity i s o b vious, and the uniqueness of follows from corresponding results in discrete time. Su ciency is proved by approximation through the binary rationals R, and only h of the form 1=2 k ; k = 1 ; 2; : : : are needed in Theorem 1iii or Theorem 2iv.
The two proofs follow the program of Diaconis and Freedman 1981 , and are very similar. Theorem 1 is proved in section 2: it is shown that, conditional on a certain remote -eld, the process has stationary, independent increments. Characterizations are also given for mixtures of Brownian motions or Poisson processes; connections are made with the Laplace transform|analogous to the connection between de Finetti's theorem for coin tossing and the Hausdor moment problem. Extensions could be made to processes taking values in Euclidean space, or second-countable, locally compact abelian groups; that will not be done here. The proof of Theorem 2 is somewhat more technical, and it is given in section 3. Possible generalizations, and the connection with David Blackwell's work, are discussed in section 4.
Markov c hains are discussed in Chung 1967, also see Freedman 1983 . For surveys on de Finetti's theorem, see Aldous 1985 or Diaconis and Freedman 1981 ; section 10 in the rst reference has a nice discussion of the present Theorem 1. Kallenberg 1973 has a weak convergence argument; Kallenberg 1982 gives a martingale argument which is connected to ideas of Ryll-Nardzewski 1957. For a proof via Choquet theory, see Accardi and Lu 1993. These papers also have i n teresting extensions. Other work on de Finetti's theorem will be referenced, below.
2. The Proof of Theorem 1. The rst lemma is easy, and the proof is omitted.
Lemma 2.1. Let n ; be probabilities in j-dimensional Euclidean space. Suppose n ! in the weak-star topology. De ne the real-valued function f as the sum, fx 1 ; : : : ; x j = x 1 + + x j . Then n f ,1 ! f ,1 .
Next, a brief review of de Finetti's theorem for real-valued random variables. Suppose that f n g are real-valued and exchangeable, on some probability triple ; F; P. Let T be the tail -eld of the 's, and let n ! be the empirical distribution of the 1 !; : : : ; n !, assigning mass 1=n to each j !. Let F ! = l i m n!1 n !, on the set G where the weak-star limit exists.
A fairly standard version of de Finetti's theorem asserts that G i s i n T , with PfGg = 1; and the 's are conditionally independent given T , with common distribution F ! . The next lemma states this more precisely, and a little bit more. Indeed, let j;n ! be the empirical distribution of the rst n j -tuples of , assigning mass 1=n to , ,1j+1 !; : : : ; j ! for each = 1 ; : : : ; n . T h us, j;n ! is a discrete probability in Euclidean j-space. Let G j be the set of ! 2 G with j;n ! ! F j ! as n ! 1 ; again, it is weak-star convergence that is at issue. Here, is the cartesian product; if F is a distribution function, F n is the n-fold product of F with itself|a distribution in Euclidean n-space. Likewise, ? denotes convolution, so F ?n is the n-fold convolution of F with itself|a distribution on the line. Lemma 2.2. i G j 2 T and PfG j g = 1 for j = 1 ; 2; : : : . ii Given the tail -eld T , a regular conditional P-distribution for the 's makes them independent with common distribution F ! .
Remarks.
i For all ! 2 G j , as n ! 1 , the empirical distribution of the n sums 1 ! + + j !; : : : ; nj,1 ! + + nj ! converges weak-star to F ?j ! .
ii Let G 1 = T j G j . Then G 1 2 T and PfG 1 g = 1 . Proof. The case j = 1 in the Lemma may be found in, e.g., Diaconis and Freedman, 1980b Recall that R is the binary rationals, while the probability P on F makes the coordinate process fX t g have exchangeable increments, in the sense of Theorem 1. Let h = 1 =2 k for k = 0 ; 1; : : : . Lemma 2.3. Suppose fX r : r 2 Rg has stationary, independent increments. For each xed real t 0, as r ! t, X r converges a.e.
Proof. T h i s i s w ell known; the restriction of the time domain to a countable set is critical. A relatively simple direct argument can be made by considering for each s 2 R the martingale r ! e isX r =E e isX r :
Let F h be the tail -eld of fX nh , X n,1h : n = 1 ; 2; : : : g. G i v en F h , the di erences X nh , X n,1h are independent with common distribution F h;! . Lemma 2.4 states this more carefully.
Lemma 2.4. There is a set G h 2 F h with PG h = 1, and for each ! 2 G h a distribution function F h;! , such that i ! ! F h;! is F h -measurable, and ii a regular conditional P-distribution for the di erences X nh , X n,1h
given F h makes these di erences independent with common distribution F h;! , and iii G h G 2h for h 1=2, and iv ! 2 G h entails F h;! ? F h;! = F 2h;! for h 1=2.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2.2: let n = X nh , X n,1h , and let G h be the G 1 in Remark ii after Lemma 2.2; the only j's of interest are the powe r s o f 2 .
Clearly, F h increases as h 0; let F 0 be the -eld spanned by F j+k=2 n ;! = F ?j+k 1=2 n ;! = F ?j 1=2 n ;! ? F ?k 1=2 n ;! = F j=2 n ;! ? F k=2 n ;! :
The martingale convergence theorem and Lemma 2.4 yield the following.
Given F 0 , a regular conditional P-distribution for fX r : r 2 Rg makes fX r : r 2 Rg have stationary, independent increments governed by S ! . L e t Q!;A denote this regular conditional distribution. In particular, Q!; can be viewed for each ! 2 G 0 as a probability o n t h e -eld in spanned by fX r : r 2 Rg. Recall that F is the -eld spanned by fX t : t 0g.
Lemma 2.5. For each ! 2 G 0 , the probability Q!; can be extended to all of F. Call this extensionQ!;. ThenQ is an rcd for fX t g given F 0 , relative t o P.
Proof. Fix non-negative real times t 1 t 2 t k and bounded continuous functions f 1 , f 2 ; : : : ; f k . Let r j ! t j through R. T The rest of the extension argument is omitted. ThatQ is an rcd for fX t g given F 0 follows from condition ii of the theorem.
Theorem 1 is more or less immediate from Lemma 2.5. Two s p e c i a l cases may b e w orth noting.
1 Suppose that a version of fX t g has continuous sample paths, under P. Then can be taken as the set of continuous functions, Q!; c a n b e restricted to the set of functions on R with continuous extensions to 0; 1, andQ!; can be restricted to the set of continuous functions on 0; 1. Of course, a process with continuous sample paths and stationary, independent increments is Brownian motion. In consequence, P must be a mixture of Brownian motions with di erent scale and drift parameters.
2 Suppose that a version of fX t g has sample paths which are step functions, under P. By similar reasoning, P is a mixture of Poisson processes.
Implications are discussed in section 4.
3. The Proof of Theorem 2. Let f n : n = 0 ; 1; : : : g be a discretetime process not necessarily Markov, whose state space is a subset of the countable set I. L e t in be the number of visits to i 2 I up to time n, i.e., the number of indices m n with m = i. Similarly, ijn is the number of doublets ij up to time n, i.e., the number of indices m n with m = i and m+1 = j. Condition 3.1. Let f n g be a discrete-time Markov c hain with stationary transitions P, starting from i 0 ; suppose that n returns to i 0 in nitely often with probability 1 .
Lemma 3.1. Condition 3.1 is in force. For each i 2 I, either i in = 0 a.e. for all n, o r ii in ! 1 a.e. as n ! 1 , and ijn = in ! Pi; j a.e. for all j 2 I. Let I 0 = fi : i 2 I and in ! 1 a:e:g. Then P is a stochastic matrix on I 0 3 i 0 , and I 0 forms a single, recurrent class of states relative t o P.
Lemma 3.2. Let P be a stochastic matrix on I 0 ; suppose I 0 consists of one recurrent class of states; and suppose that Pi 0 ; i 0 0 for some i 0 2 I 0 . Then I 0 consists of one recurrent class of states for P 2 .
Proofs are omitted; Lemma 3.1 is well known, and 3.2 is routine. Next, a review of de Finetti's theorem for discrete-time chains. As before, let I ! = fi : i 2 I and in ! ! 1 g . Let P ! i; j = lim n!1 ijn != in ! when this limit exists. Let T be the tail -eld of n . l e t G be the set of ! such that, for all i 2 I, either i in ! = 0 for all n, o r ii in ! ! 1 , a n d ijn != in ! ! P ! i; j a s n ! 1 for all j 2 I, and P j2I P ! i; j = 1 . Plainly, G 2 T , P is T -measurable, and f! : j 2 I ! g 2 T .
Condition 3.2. Let f n g be a discrete-time process on the probability triple ; F; P, starting from i 0 ; suppose the law o f f n g depends only on the transition counts, as de ned in section 1; and suppose that n returns to i 0 in nitely often with probability 1 . Lemma 3.3. Condition 3.2 entails PG = 1; furthermore, a regular conditional P-distribution for f n g given T makes this process Markov with stationary transitions P ! ; I ! is one recurrent class of states relative t o P ! ; and i 0 2 I ! .
Proof. The Lemma follows from Diaconis and Freedman 1980a via Lemma 3.1.
The next lemma demonstrates a kind of consistency among the regular conditional distributions given the tail -elds for n : n = 0 ; 1; 2; : : : and for 2n : n = 0 ; 1; 2; : : : . In discrete time, the result may seem a bit arti cial; its utility will be apparent later. Let T 2 be the tail -eld of 2n ; l e t 2;in be in applied to 2n , i.e., the number of indices m = 0 ; 1; : : : ; n , 1 with 2m = i. De ne 2;ijn , G 2 , and P 2;! in the analogous way. It is an irritating feature of the situation that 2;in 6 = i2n . The condition for the next lemma is a bit stronger than Condition 3.2, because recurrence at even times is required. Condition 3.3. Let f n g be a discrete-time process on the probability triple ; F; P, starting from i 0 ; suppose the law o f f n g depends only on the transition counts, as de ned in section 1; and suppose Pf 2n = i 0 in nitely often g = 1 :
Lemma 3.4. Condition 3.3 implies that PG 2 = 1, and a regular conditional P-distribution for f 2n g given T 2 makes this process Markov with stationary transitions P 2;! ; there is one recurrent class of states I 2;! and i 0 2 I 2;! . Furthermore, I 2;! = I ! and P 2;! = P 2 ! for almost all ! with P ! i 0 ; i 0 0. Proof. The rst assertion is just Lemma 3.3 applied to 2n . Plainly, I 2;! I ! ; i f i 0 has period 2, the inclusion may be strict|but that is precluded when P ! i 0 ; i 0 0: see Lemma 3.2. Now, given T , 2n is Markov with transitions P 2 ! ; but, given T 2 , this process is Markov with transitions P 2;! . Lemma 3.1 completes the argument.
Turn now to continuous time. Let P satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. Let h = 1 =2 k for some k = 0 ; 1; : : : . L e t F h be the tail -eld of fX nh : n = 0; 1; : : : g. The proof of Lemma 3.5 is omitted as routine.
Lemma 3.5. F h increases as h 0.
Let F 0 be the -eld spanned by S h F h . The program is to construct a set G 0 2 F 0 with PG 0 = 1, and for each ! 2 G 0 a standard stochastic semigroup P t;! with state space I ! such that i i 0 2 I ! , and ii I ! consists of one recurrent class of states relative t o P t;! , a n d iii given F 0 , a regular conditional P-distribution for fX t g makes this process Markov with stationary transitions P t;! starting from i 0 .
The next lemma proves the analogous|but easier|result for F h and fX nh : n = 0 ; 1; : : : g. Use the notation of Lemmas 3.1 3. Fix h = 1 =2 k . L e t hin be the number of indices m n with X mh = i; similarly, hijn is the number of m n with X mh = i and X m+1h = j. L e t I h;! be the set of i 2 I with hin ! ! 1 as n ! 1 . L e t P h;! i; j = lim n!1 hijn != hin ! when this limit exists. Let G h be the set of ! such that, for all i 2 I, either i hin ! = 0 for all n, o r ii hin ! ! 1 as n ! 1 , and hijn != hin ! ! P h;! i; j for all j 2 I, a n d P j2I P h;! i; j = 1 . We also require of ! 2 G h that I h;! consists of one recurrent class of states relative t o P h;! , and i 0 2 I h;! . Lemma 3.6. Fix h = 1 =2 k . i ! ! P h;! is F h -measurable. ii G h 2 F h and PG h = 1 . iii Given F h , a regular conditional P-distribution for fX nh : n = 0 ; 1; : : : g makes this process Markov with stationary transitions P h;! starting from i 0 .
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3.3.
The next step is to make sure that the P h t together properly as h = 1 =2 k varies; Lemma 3.7 is a preliminary. Lemma 3.7.
i P h; i 0 ; i 0 ! 1 i n P-probability a s h ! 0. ii P h;! i 0 ; i 0 ! 1 for P-almost all !, a s h ! 0 rapidly. iii P h;! i 0 ; i 0 0 for all h = 1 =2 k , f o r P-almost all !. Let G h be the set of ! 2 G h G 2h such that P h;! i 0 ; i 0 0, I 2h;! = I h;! , and P 2 h;! = P 2h;! . Lemma 3.8. Fix h = 1 =2 k . Then G h 2 F h and P G h = 1 .
Proof. Measurability follows from Lemmas 3.5 6; and the probability assertion, from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7iii. i For all ! 2 G and h = 1 =2 k , I h;! = I 1;! ; abbreviate I ! = I 1;! . ii Suppose n 1 and n 2 are positive i n tegers, and n 1 h 1 = n 2 h 2 . For all ! 2 G, P n 1 h 1 ;! = P n 2 h 2 ;! .
Proof. h 1 = 1 =2 k 1 and h 2 = 1 =2 k 2 ; without loss of generality, suppose k 1 k 2 . Then n 1 = n 2 2 k 1 ,k 2 and P n 1 h 1 ;! = P n 1 =2 2h 1 ;! = P n 1 =4 4h 1 ;! = = P n 2 h 2 ;! :
In particular, for all ! 2 G, P h;! extends to a stochastic semigroup S ! = fP r;! : r 2 Rg, where R consists of the non-negative binary rationals; the matrices are all de ned on the state space I ! 3 i 0 . Indeed, P j=2 k ;! is well-de ned as P j 1=2 k ;! by Lemma 3.9; and the semi-group property f o l l o ws: P j+k=2 n ;! = P j+k 1=2 n ;! = P j 1=2 n ;! P k 1=2 n ;! = P j=2 n ;! P k=2 n ;! :
Lemma 3.10. Given F 0 , relative t o P, an rcd for fX r : r 2 Rg makes this process Markov with stationary transitions S ! starting from i 0 .
Proof. Use the martingale convergence theorem and Lemma 3.6.
The next objective is extending P ;! from R to 0; 1. Recall that fX t g is the coordinate process on .
Lemma 3.11. Fix t 0; lim r!t X r ! = X t ! f o r P-almost all !: as usual, r is restricted to R.
Proof. This follows from condition ii of the Theorem 2, by a standard countable-additivity argument. Fix j 2 I and let A = f! : X t ! = jg. L e t A n = f! 2 A : 9r 2 R with jt , rj 1=n and X r ! 6 = jg:
In principle, the r in the de nition of A n may depend on !. Of course, A n is monotone decreasing as n increases; suppose by w ay o f c o n tradiction that PA n 0 for all n. There would then be a rapidly growing|but deterministic|sequence gn of positive i n tegers such that P T n B n = 2, where B n = f! 2 A : 9 r 2 R with jt , rj 1=n and orderr g n and X r ! 6 = jg:
The order" of r is the least integer k such t h a t 2 k r is an integer. Let now s m be the deterministic sequence which e n umerates the binary rationals r with orderr g n and jt , rj 1=n; here, r 1 precedes r 2 if orderr 1 orderr 2 , or orderr 1 = orderr 2 a n d r 1 r 2 . Of course, s m ! t while P f X s m 6 ! X t g = 2. This violates condition ii of the Theorem, a contradiction which p r o ves the Lemma; that R is countable is a critical ingredient.
Lemma 3.12. For P-almost all ! 2 G, 3:1 P r;! j; j ! 1 a s r ! 0 t h r o u g h R; for each j 2 I ! :
Proof. Let H j = f! 2 G : j 2 I ! g and H j;n = f! 2 G : P n;! i 0 ; j 0g, so that H j = S n H j;n . I f PH j = 0, there is nothing to prove; otherwise, nd an n with PH j;n 0. By Lemma 3.11, for P-almost all !, g i v en X n ! = j, X r ! m ust equal j for all r 2 n; n + ! . This remains true conditional on F 0 , and the Lemma follows. We m a y assume that 3.1 holds for all ! 2 G. Lemma 3.13. Fix ! 2 G, restrict r to R and i; j; k to I ! . Claim iii holds for all t 0; claim iv holds for all t; s 0. i P r;! j; k is uniformly continuous in r. ii P ;! j; k extends to a continuous function on 0; 1. iii P t;! is a substochastic matrix on I ! . iv P t+s;! i; k P j2I ! P t;! i; jP s;! j; k.
Proof. The argument is straightforward. To begin with, for r; s2 R and j; k 2 I ! , P r+s;! j; k = X i2I ! P s;! j; iP r;! i; k:
Therefore, P r+s;! j; k , P r;! j; k = P s;! j; j , 1 P r;! j; k + X i6 =j P s;! j; iP r;! i; k:
The rst term on the right is negative; the second is positive; each i s i n absolute value bounded by 1 , P s;! j; j. Thus jP r+s;! j; k , P r;! j; kj 1 , P s;! j; j:
Lemma 3.12 completes the proof of i; the continuity i s e v en uniform in k, although that will not matter here. Claim ii immediate. Claims iii and iv now f o l l o w via Fatou's lemma.
Fix ! 2 G. I f i 2 I ! and j = 2 I ! , then P r;! i; j = 0 f o r a l l r 2 R. See Lemma 3.6. Setting P t;! i; j = 0 g i v es the continuous extension to t 0. If i = 2 I ! , s e t P t;! i; j = 0 for all t 0 a n d j 2 I. Again, this gives continuity.
Lemma 3.14. Pd!:
The integrand in 3.2 is 0 unless i m 2 I ! for all m. Proof. Equation 3.2 holds for binary rational t by Lemma 3.10. Now approximate real t m by binary rationals. The left side of 3.2 converges to the correct limit by condition ii of the Theorem. The right side can be handled by Lemma 3.13ii and dominated convergence.
We do not yet know that P t;! is a standard stochastic semigroup, so Lemma 3.14 is not the end of the road|but it is close. Recall from Lemma 3.12 that H j = f! 2 G : j 2 I ! g and H j;n = f! 2 G : P n;! i 0 ; j 0g. Lemma 3.15. Fix t 0 a n d j 2 I. F or P-almost all ! 2 H j , X k2I ! P t;! j; k = 1 :
Proof. By Lemma 3.14, 3:3 PX n = j = Z H j;n P n;! i 0 ; j Pd! 3:4 PX n = j; X n+t = k = Z H j;n P n;! i 0 ; j P t;! j; k Pd!:
We m a y suppose that PH j 0; now x n so the left side of equation 3.3 is positive. Sum equation 3.4 over k. S i n c e P k PX n = j; X n+t = k = PX n = j, and P k P t;! j; k 1 with P-probability 1 b y Lemma 3.13iii, the Lemma follows.
In principle, the exceptional null set in Lemma 3.15 could depend on t; that di culty is eliminated by the next result. On the other hand, L ! is closed under addition, by Lemma 3.13. Thus, L ! = 0 ; 1 f o r P-almost all !. F or such !, P t;! is a stochastic matrix for all t 0; then the semigroup property also follows from Lemma 3.13.
Remark. Let G 0 = f! : ! 2 G and Lebesgue L ! = 0 g. Then G 0 2 F 0 , PG 0 = 1, and P ;! is a standard stochastic semigroup for each ! 2 G 0 .
As noted before, I ! 3 i 0 and is a single recurrent class of stable states relative t o P ;! . See Lemma 3.6. Lemmas 3.14 16 prove the next result, which in turn gives the theorem.
Proposition 3.1. Relative t o P, g i v en F 0 , the process fX t g is conditionally Markov with stationary transitions P t;! .
4. Discussion. We discuss some features of Theorem 2, then turn back to Theorem 1. Loosely speaking, a state in a Markov c hain is instantaneous" if the process stays there for no proper interval of time. Thus, if j is instantaneous and X t = j, there must be binary rationals r converging to t from the right with X r ! 1 ; of course, there will also be r|and in some sense many more of them|with X r = j. D a vid Blackwell 1958 gave a beautiful example of a chain whose states were all instantaneous. Theorem 2 excludes such c a s e s , b y assumption. If condition ii is replaced by a continuity-in-probability assumption, the theorem may go through and cover the instantaneous case. In particular, if fP r g is a stochastic semigroup on binary rational times, it is conceivable that P i; j automatically extends to a continuous function on 0; 1. This would be a good substitute for Lemma 2.1. That there may also be non-measurable extensions is one of the charming complications.
Turn back n o w to Theorem 1 for Poisson processes. As pointed out by David Aldous and Persi Diaconis, there is an interesting connection with the theory of the Laplace transform, analogous to the idea of using de Finetti's theorem for coin tossing to solve the Hausdor moment problem Feller, 1971, p.228 . Let L be a function on 0; 1. The question to be addressed is this: when is there a probability on 0; 1 such that Lt = R 1 0 e ,t d? Necessary conditions are that L0 = 1 and L is C 1 while L 0 0, L 00 0, etc. According to Bernstein's theorem, these conditions are also sufcient F eller, 1971, p.439. For a probabilistic proof, we w ant to construct a process fX t g with exchangeable increments, whose sample functions are counting functions, and Lt = PX t = 0. This seems hard to do directly; instead, we make a completely exchangeable" process of trees T 0 ; T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : . More speci cally, T n = fX ns g, w h e r e X ns = 0 or 1, and the node ns consists of the non-negative i n teger n followed by a nite string s perhaps empty of 0's and 1's. These T n are required to be exchangeable. Also, each T n splits into T n0 and T n1 : the fragments T 10 ; T 11 ; T 20 ; T 21 ; : : :are required to be exchangeable too. And so on.
We require that each v ariable be the maximum of the variables at the two successor nodes, so X ns = X ns0 _ X ns1 . Finally, w e require that 4:1 Pf rst j variables at level k are 0g = Lj=2 k :
Here, the nodes are ordered lexicographically. F or instance, the rst three nodes at level 0 are 0, 1, 2; the rst six nodes at leve l 1 a r e 0 0 , 0 1 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 20, 21; and so forth. The nodes correspond to sub-intervals of 0; 1; e.g., the node n corresponds to the interval n; n + 1 , the node n0 t o n; n + 1 2 , the node n1 t o n + 1 2 ; n + 1 , etc. The idea is that X ns = 0 i there is no dot in the corresponding interval for the counting process|which i s y et to be constructed. What has to be checked is that 4.1|and exchangeability|speci es The second equality follows from 4.1 with k = 1 . Consider next the tail -eld of the tree. Clearly, T n is a 1 1 function of T n0 ; T n1 . So the tail -eld of fT n g equals the tail -eld of fT ns g, where ns is lexicographically ordered, along any x e d l e v el k. T h e ns at level k consists of strings of length k +1, beginning with a non-negative i n teger and continuing with 0's and 1's.
Condition on the tail -eld of fT n g. G i v en , we h a ve a t l e v el k a set of iid 0 1 variables X ns ; e a c h is 0 with conditional probability p k;! . Clearly, p k;! = p 2 k+1;! , and then p k;! = p 1=2 k 0;! . I f p 0;! = 0 then p k;! = 0 for all k. In this case, let ! = 1. On the other hand, if p 0;! 0, let ! = , log p 0;! , s o p k;! = exp ! =2 k and 0 ! 1. Of course, given , the relationship of nodes in level k to their children at level k + 1 remains as it was: X ns = X ns0 _ X ns1 .
In e ect, then, we h a ve a v ersion of de Finetti's theorem for our trees. Let t 0 t o s e e t h a t P 1 = L0+ = 1. This completes the proof of the su ciency part of Bernstein's theorem, using the version of de Finetti's theorem for trees that was sketched above|but not Theorems 1 or 2. These ideas go back to Choquet 1953-54 ; also see Kendall 1974 and Matheron 1975 . For a derivation through the Martin boundary, s e e W atanabe 1960. For connections with point processes, see Kurtz 1974 , Matthes, Kerstan and Mecke 1978 , or Kallenberg 1986 . There are references below t o a n umber of other works on exchangeability; some discuss current research, others provide useful reviews; also listed are some papers that initiated major lines of activity.
